State Street Securities Finance is opposed to proposals to impose new “pre-borrow” or “hard locate” requirements in connection with short selling of equity securities.

While we agree with the Commission’s, and other observers’, view that “naked” short selling is abusive and harmful to the financial markets, we are concerned that imposing “pre-borrow” or “hard locate” requirements will have little impact on controlling “naked” short selling, but will disrupt the legitimate short selling that is an essential part of our financial markets.

We support regulations that contribute to a more efficient short sale marketplace, including the Commission’s now permanent Rule 204 of Regulation SHO. Rule 204 significantly strengthened the close out requirements for failures to deliver securities from sales of equities, and, according to preliminary analysis by the Commission’s Office of Economic Analysis, has had a positive impact since first adopted as a temporary rule in October 2008.

Rule 204, and other actions by the Commission, have been successful in addressing “naked” short selling, while preserving the ability of market participants to engage in legitimate short selling --- which provides the marketplace with liquidity, price discovery and pricing efficiency, and contributes to the dynamics which lead to capital formation.

Given the success of Rule 204, and other actions by the Commission, we believe imposing additional “pre-borrow” or “hard locate” requirements is unnecessary, will reduce the efficiency of short sales, and have a number of unintended results.

As an agency securities lender a “pre-borrow” requirement may in fact lead to more securities lent and potentially higher fees paid as inventory is depleted. This could benefit, in the short-term, my clients and my firm, but the long term consequences may be adverse for the overall markets, and ultimately detrimental to my clients and my firm.

Since asset managers are constantly adapting to changing economic environments and markets, a “pre-borrow” regulation in practice leads to multiple “pre-borrows” for every eventual short sale, due to many “locates” never materializing in a short sale. Any type of “pre-borrow” activity that would encumber my clients’ assets would require a form of a borrowing fee, whether or not a physical delivery was made. As a result the structure created by the proposed rules would utilize inventory unnecessarily and increase fees due to supply/demand dynamics. Short term this would be beneficial to lenders, but long term market consequences may be adverse to all.
The long term increased borrowing costs, the potential increased prime brokerage capital usage, and the securities lending inventory illiquidity resulting from a “pre-borrow” or “hard locate” requirements could lead to a number of detrimental consequences for legitimate short sale activity. As legitimate hedges and short sale strategies are restricted, market volatility will increase.

In summary, we believe a “pre-borrow” requirement could expose the market to detrimental consequences, while showing no empirical evidence that it improves market efficiency, or has any measurable impact on “naked” short selling beyond the Commission’s existing policies and regulations.
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